
Your Inner Design Certification Training
Part 1: January 17-22, 2015
Part 2: Online Webinars - Case Studies
Part 3: Individual Mentorship
Pre-Requisites: 1. "Discover Your Inner Design" Workshop and 

 2. “Healing Your Life” Online Advanced training 

This training is designed not only for people who wish to practice professionally with clients, but also 
for anyone who’d like to integrate this work into their current profession, or who’s interested in 
applying it to their own personal growth. 

This program trains you to help people re-discover their original nature, so that they can begin to 
make choices that will lead them into a more balanced and healthy life, physically, emotionally, 
spiritually.  It is not psychotherapy, or medical diagnosis or treatment. 

Jean Haner’s work creates an affirming, empowering environment for people, with a goal of opening 
new possibilities in their hearts, and supporting them in taking responsibility for their own growth 
and transformation.  

It can be used for clients who are  already well on their path, or for those who are feeling stuck and 
desiring change.  It is also appropriate for people who are  experiencing crisis, in conjunction with 
other treatment, to help allow new insights and directions for healing. 

Participants will be trained to develop and deepen their: 

• Ability to read the patterns of someone’s personality, core issues, and life purpose, to a very 
 deep level
• Intuitive abilities and skill in reading people’s energy 
• Diagnostic skills to detect imbalances 
• Methods to subtly and gently restore balance and open opportunities for deep transformation 
• Ability to return lost essence to clients; helping them create a healthier life 

PART I – January 17-22, 2015 - Novato, CA
(Pre-Requisites: 1. Discover Your Inner Design Workshop and  

2. Healing Your Life Online Advanced training)
• Live readings:

• Jean demonstrates live, in-depth readings to give you the full experience of how to navigate  
 real-life consultations.
• Practice practice practice on real subjects, with Jean’s personal mentoring and guidance

• Advanced Information to deepen your understanding of your own and anyone’s inner design:
• Revealed in the patterns of their face
• Revealed in the patterns of birth date

• The importance of the energetic exchange:
• How to work with clients’ subtle energy during a session 
• Managing your energetic boundaries during a consultation

• Getting out of the way:
• How to navigate your own nature within the consultation setting
• Discovering and developing your unique strengths and sensitivity



Part 2 – Online Webinars: Case Studies 
In order to fully integrate the training and gain real-life experience in working with clients, you will 
need to do a minimum of ten case study consultations. This internship process is essential for you to 
“build your muscles” with this work, get your own experience, make mistakes, come up with dozens of 
new questions, and be personally mentored by Jean. 

In each case study you do, you’ll record the audio of the session and take photos of your client. Jean 
will listen to the reading and view the photos so she can give you thorough feedback and guidance, 
to help you further develop your skills.

Jean’s reviews are done through online webinars, that are for practitioners only. Each month there will 
be two webinars in which Jean will review your case studies and those of other students. The 
practitioners who do the readings will remain anonymous. This way, it removes any worry on 
anyone’s part of feeling judged by the rest of the students. 

And you will benefit even more by learning from others’ case study reviews as well. Everyone 
participating in the webinars will be able to ask questions via live chat on the webinar page. 
Anyone unable to attend a live webinar will be able to access it for 30 days afterwards.

Part 3 – Individual Mentorship 
Part 3 of the training will take place after you have completed all your Part 2 case studies. It consists of 
a personalized distance learning program, where Jean mentors you to help you fine-tune your skills, 
further deepen your knowledge, your techniques with clients, and your own personal transformation 
with this work.

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION
(Professional certification is not guaranteed. You may be asked to complete further case studies, or 
schedule personal mentoring with Jean, or possibly be declined certification.)

Upon certification, you will have your own Practitioner listing on Jean’s website, and will also be able 
to receive referrals from our office. (There will be a reasonable annual fee to pay for the work to build 
and maintain your listing on the site.) 

As a certified practitioner, you will be able to assist and mentor new students at workshops, the best 
way to further develop your understanding. Certified practitioners also qualify to eventually move into 
teaching this work. 

To keep your professional certification active, you're required to continue to learn and develop your 
skills by participating in continuing education in advanced courses. Trainings can be with Jean or with 
other teachers approved by her.

The Certification Training Program is by application only; admission is not guaranteed. Basic 
pre-requisites are:

• Read Jean’s three books, The Wisdom of Your Face; The Wisdom of Your Child’s Face; and 
 Your Hidden Symmetry, twice.
• Completion of the “Discover Your Inner Design” workshop and the “Healing Your Life” Online 
 Advanced training.
•  You do not have to complete the pre-requisite workshops before applying for the Certification 
 Training.

It's highly recommended that you attend the two pre-requisite courses more than once, not only 
because they are so in-depth, but because you also integrate the information at a new level each time. 
This is a rich knowledge, with many layers, and the more exposure you have to it, the better you’ll be 
able to integrate it into a solid understanding.

You’re not required to commit to the full training. You may attend Part I and then decide if you 
intend to continue. 



TUITION:
PART 1: January 17-22, 2015 - $2395 
PART 2:  $150 per month of webinars 
INDIVIDUAL MENTORSHIP - $1200
 
If your application is accepted, a non refundable deposit of $250 is required to reserve your space in 
the CT. 

Tuition in full for Part 1 is due by 12/15/14 
In Part 2, webinars can be purchased month by month
Tuition for Part 3 is due on the date of your first Individual Mentoring session with Jean.

Certification Training Application

Thank you for your interest in Jean Haner’s Certification Training Program! This is an application-only 
program and admission is not guaranteed. 
 
Please answer the questions below and send in an email to "Contact at Jean Haner dot com" – 
Or contact us for help to submit your application. 

Write as much as you need - too much information is preferable to too little! Jean will personally 
review your application and respond as promptly as possible. 

Name

Address

Phone

Email

Website(s), if applicable

1. What draws you to this work?

2. What other trainings have you attended? Please include any degrees you have, as well as other 
 trainings, whether career-related, or for personal growth. (For instance, other face reading courses, 
 acupuncture, feng shui, energy work, NLP, medical intuition, etc.) If possible, please include the 
 name of the organization or the instructor.

3. What is your current profession?

4. Do you plan to stay in that field?  If not, why, and in what direction are you looking?

5. Please write an autobiography of at least one page in length. Please include your date of birth, and 
 attach to your email a photo of your face. (We do not screen by appearance, age, or astrology – 
 This is just to get to know you better.) 

6. Do you plan to become a professional practitioner? If not, how do you plan to use this work in your 
 professional  life?

Thank you so much for your interest in making this work a part of your life!  You will hear from us 
soon.


